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Intent, Implementation and Impact of EYFS  

 

Intent  

At Ambleside C of E Primary School we place great value on the 

development of children as individuals and providing them with the skills, 

knowledge and understanding they need to prepare them for the 

challenges in Key Stage One and beyond. Our aim of the EYFS is to build 

strong foundations rooted in academic success as well as positive 

relationships and a safe environment, so that our pupils can go on to be 

lifelong learners. Our curriculum is therefore ambitious and provides the 

cultural capital we know that our pupils need so that they can gain the 

knowledge, skills and understanding they require for success. It is our aim to 

provide this for all pupils within our Early Years setting. 

Implementation  

Pupils learn through a balance of child-initiated and adult-directed learning 

opportunities and activities. The timetable is carefully structured so that 

children have directed teaching in English, Maths and Phonics daily as well as 

regular lessons to cover all of the areas of learning. We use the following 

schemes to support our teaching, in Maths- White Rose Maths; Music- 

Charanga; PSED-Twinkl; RE-Cumbria Diocese and Phonics- Anima Phonics. 

We ensure that the pupils benefit from meaningful learning by holding pupil 

voice planning sessions for teachers to reflect and then implement into 

learning opportunities and educational visits. During group focus sessions 

practitioners work closely with individual pupils identifying and supporting 

their learning needs. Practitioners also systematically check for 

understanding, identify and respond to misconceptions quickly and provide 

real-time verbal feedback which results in strong impact on the acquisition of 

new learning.  

We hold meetings where staff discuss planning and reflect on learning in 

order to provide the best teaching and learning for our pupils. The 

environment is then adapted and enhanced to meet the learning needs. We 

use our assessments to check what children know and can do to inform and 

adapt future planning. Our inclusive approach means that all children learn 

together but we have a range of additional intervention and support to 

enhance and scaffold children who may not be reaching their potential or 

moving on children who are doing very well. 

Impact 

Our curriculum needs to meet the needs of our children, including our 

disadvantaged pupils and those with SEND, so we spend time looking at and 

evaluating how children are learning. This is achieved through talking to 

children, looking at their work, observing their learning experiences and 
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progress by year group and individuals. We use this 

information to plan learning experiences and next steps so that knowledge 

and skills are built cumulatively. During each assessment window, three times 

a year, teachers update the progress children have made which allows us to 

assess the impact of teaching, evaluate and adjust future planning 

accordingly.  

Our curriculum and its delivery ensure that children make good progress. We 

believe that our high standard and children’s learning successes are due to 

the enriched play-based exploration alongside the excellent teaching. A rich 

balance of learning experiences is undoubtedly the best way to develop 

happy, curious lifelong learners. 

 


